OPENSCALE 2011
MEDLANKY RUBBER international competition rubber powered scale and old-timer
PETRIK CUP
rubber powered scale and old-timers BV - for youth till 15 years
Schneider Cup FLY OFF
Place :

static part - aeroclub restauration,
flying part - airfield Brno - Medlánky

Categories : MEDLANKY RUBBER for rubber powered scale by Czech rules and
rubber powered old-timers by SAM 78 with fixed prop. till 1954 year.
Total winners will get prize + cup, nice prizes for 2. and 3. in line
All categories will be fly by Czech rules (1/20 scale is necessary for Czech
competitors only) and SAM 78 for old-timers BV-1 and BV-3 maximum 90s
BV-min (old-timers scale) maximum 60s. FLY OFF - will give the total
winner (only one unlimited flight), or if will be not a more persons with 3 x
maximum, the winner is the man, who has model with maximal sum of
three flights.
PETRIK CUP for youth till 15 years with rubber powered scale and
old-timers. The best pupils will get prize and cup, all others prizes
Schneider Cup FLY OFF seaplanes only 3 mass starts, no static part
Date

th

May 2011 static part :, presentation, registration
45
50
12 p.m static qantitation scales 12 – 14 , briefing transfer to airfield 14 - 1900
flying part + arrange jury and programme precision by weater :FLY OFF Schneider
Cup

: Saturday 28

1. round old-timers + 1/20 scale HL 1500 - 1700
2. round old-timers + 1/20 scale ROG 1700 - 1900

Sunday 29th May 2011
3. round old-timers + 1/20 scale ROG 800- 1000 a.m.
4. FLY OFF old-timers + 1/20 scale HL 1000 a.m. - 1200 a.m.
00
Prize giving and winners decoration 13
Accommodation : 12 apartments and two bed rooms in pension Na Kytnerce at
Medlánky tel. 732 738 563, kytnerka@email.cz
hotels :
Jelenice (very cheep price, but a longer distance at west side of Brno lake),
Neptun (very nice, but more expensive at the east side of Brno lake)
Registration : entry fee senior 100 Kč, junior + pupil 50 Kc for each class, till 30. 4. 11
address : Lubomír Koutný Záhrebská 33 Brno 616 00 Czech Rep.
tel.: 420 530 312 800 E-mail : Koutny.Lubomir@seznam.cz
Parking

:

at airfield in the limited place only

Safety

: There would be sailing traffic on Medlánky airfield, keep the organisator
instructions, don’t cross the runway if a plane is take off or if it is landing !
whole competition is in calendar CMMS (safety for a 3..person a pity)

Organisators : Brno old-timers and friends of little models
The sponsors: Vilem Petrík, UMC Medlánky, IKARA, Reichard Models, RD-STAV ltd

